Community-owned, public power agencies provide safe, reliable and low-cost electricity to over 49 million Americans in 2000+ communities. Electric cooperatives similarly provide electricity to over 42 million Americans in over 2500 counties. These entities service a large swath of the U.S., providing safe and affordable electric service.

60Hertz provides a single platform that is easy to use and implement, regardless of the size of your utility, making compliance and audits a breeze. Our tools combine all your field activities like maintenance, inspections, work orders, service orders and vegetation management into a simple platform. This ensures all work is completed, processes are adhered to, and all your fieldwork is documented and stored in a format that is easy to retrieve.
**CMMS to Solve all of your Maintenance Challenges**

The 60Hertz *Maintenance Manager* and *Mobile Trak App* can automate any or all your fieldwork activities. You can do this by using custom-built forms for mobile data applications and a supervisory dashboard customized to fit your needs and current processes. Our GIS integration enablement offers access to all your assets at your fingertips and provides field personnel with work orders to complete any task. Data, images and voice messages can be collated in the field and automatically uploaded for review and archival. Any changes to assets and tasks completed can be updated to keep your GIS database as accurate as possible. 60Hertz Energy saves you money, time, eliminates paper forms and cumbersome spreadsheets, and we do it all in real-time. Our tool using standard mobile phones or tablets and is compatible with Windows, Android or iOS.

**60Hertz Energy**

Our advanced tool helps utilities, regardless of size, implement a thorough and easily executable plan to guarantee maintenance and field activities are completed as required. Even if you use external contract field crews, our tools give you the confidence, validation and documentation that your policies and procedures adhere to.

**60Hertz TRAK App**

The Trak App automatically receives work orders. GIS integration ensures field crews perform the work on the assets assigned. Field crews are directed to precise coordinates for where fieldwork needs to occur. Fieldworker locations are captured in real-time, making dispatch of qualified personnel and equipment simple and easy. Images and voice recordings can be attached, giving you a complete picture of what is going on in the field. Ensuring work is 100% completed and safely as possible.

**60Hertz Maintenance Manager**

Supervisors and managers can schedule, assign and manage any workflow. Forms can be purpose-designed for each activity to guarantee work is complete and compliance is adhered to. Third-party integrations to existing work order management, GIS, SCADA, ADMS, DER management or intelligent IIoT sensors ensures everyone, including field workers, has the most accurate and up to date information.

**The 60Hertz Difference**

Our ability to provide custom processes and forms that meet your utilities’ needs guarantees quick adoption. Our deep integration with your GIS asset database makes identifying every asset in your grid simple. 60Hertz can even provide GIS with updates on asset work performed in the field, giving your field crews the most up to date information. Once set up, all you do is Create, Assign and Complete the work needed in the field.